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Freaky Friday? Parakskevidekatriaphobia originates from the Greek Paraskevi for Friday.
This is the technical term for fear of Friday 13th. Remember fear is a matter of
perspective and suggestion. For instance, the Celts found 13 lucky. Madame G
recommends you take time to examine your perspective and face any fears head on. Now
is the time to eliminate negativity. 

  

Aries (March 21-April 19)

  

  

So, you’ve seen some stuff. Maybe you’ve headed out into the great unknown and conquered
giants. Maybe you only went so far as Phoenix and instead fought yourself. Don’t despair. You
may not have accomplished all you imagined, but you’re still conquering clock towers and living
an amazing life. Don’t get so trapped in the planning and details you miss the sunrise.

  

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

  

Where will you go from here? You may feel like despairing of the easy road and your
right—there isn’t one. But, that doesn’t mean you can’t do all you set out to do and accomplish
more than you ever thought. The only way forward is to take a breath and start walking
preferably forward. It’s okay if you start moving sideways and occasionally step back. You’ll get
there

  

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

  

Is this love? Your heart’s an open book and yet your mind is getting in the way. Even if you think
you’re heading in the right direction take some extra time to think things through. You don’t
know the answer until you think about the question. Once you’ve eliminated all the distractions
and the clutter you’ll find the answer is right beside you. Good luck!
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Cancer (June 21-July 22)

  

What’s on your mind? You can’t keep shifting and shifting back and forth like a ping-pong ball.
You’ll get dizzy and it’ll probably make you anxious and give you ulcers. If you just can’t find the
answer, sit down and make a list. The simple task of taking the time for reflection is all you
really need. This will help you evaluate the real issue. What is really bothering you?

  

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)

  

You’re excited about the future. There is so much that you can’t wait to accomplish. This is all
you’ve ever wanted. Perhaps it feels a little dull once you get there. That’s too be expected. The
true joy of any project is the journey. It’s not how much an item costx you or how much time you
put into it—it’s how it ultimately makes you feel. What’s your joy factor? Do that!

  

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

  

Your living your life according to your own terms. Don’t let others diminish your joy. This is the
life you want and long for. Don’t worry about the days ahead or what you’ll never do. Enjoy the
time you have and do what you can. All you can do is accomplish your goals one day at a time
step-by-step. The only thing you shouldn’t do is stop. Live and let live!

  

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct.22)

  

Bill Gates said that “success is a poor teacher.” Judgement is as well. You may be doing very
well one moment and very poorly the next. Stay humble and don’t abuse subordinates. People
can spot fake and forced behavior from 10 miles away. If you want to succeed, offer help to
others and reveal yourself as an honest person or fall and shatter like a porcelain doll.
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Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

  

Your birthday is around the corner. And the Last Quarter Moon appeared on Thursday while
Friday the 13th showed up with a “crisis of conscious.” You’re not like the other signs. The
occult merely fascinates rather than scares you. Consider eliminating all negative distractions
You know what you want. You know what to do. Now go out and get it.

  

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

  

What will you do now? If you throw caution to the wind, you might just get spit in your face. You
can’t just walk into a tornado and not get tossed about. This is reality. You may get around by
casually doing what you want, but if you want to help your loved ones communicate your plans.
This is the best way not to annoy everyone you know.

  

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

  

There is no honor in self-martyrdom. You can’t blame others for your problems. If you lost a
million dollars—you’re to blame. If you never earned a million dollars—you’re to blame. If you
keep wishing on the stars you’ll never get what you’ve always wanted. Only you know what you
truly want in your heart. Accept this gift and move forward. The journey will be great.

  

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

  

Dear Water Bearer, you have a great gift, now use it! Otherwise you’re stagnating. And
stagnating water is bad putrid water. Get out there and use the gifts you were given to help the
world, the universe, and yourself. You are the keeper of the keys of greatness. All you need to
do is walk daily towards your goal and you’ll. Now go!

  

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
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The trials of the universe await you. What will you do? Do not linger among the wilted flowers
that no longer gaze upon the face of the sun. Instead figure out that loneliness is better than the
vapid transgressions of the human vampire. You are more than what you feel and you’re more
than how others makes uou feel. Get out and take care of yourself. You’ll be just fine.
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